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ABSTRACT 

Engineers evaluated the presence of torsional irregularity, reentrant corners, and anomalies in the plan, which have 

the most effects on seismic reaction. L, T, U, C, and plus-shaped buildings' re-entrant corners, which were 

constructed in accordance with architectural specifications, have suffered significant damage. To reduce the 

consequences of re-entrant corners, these constructions were separated into parts. Because plus-shaped tall, 

multistory buildings go beyond the specified boundaries of the code, re-entrant corners are very important. Strong 

seismic regions necessitate special considerations for shear walls, and the placement of shear walls affects how well 

the building performs under dynamic loads. For this plus-shaped building, shifting the locations of the shear walls 

can provide amazing results without changing the shear wall's specifications. Longer wings and a ten-story plus 

design increase the possibility that the structure may pull away from the corner and wag its tail. Shear walls were 

positioned at the center core, flange edges, and re-entrant corners to see which condition performs best. The 

deleterious impact of these anomalies can be lessened by adding shear walls at reentrant corners. In this research 

study choose three different unsymmetrical structures for study like Plus, L and T. Use of belt wall on each 5th floor 

on unsymmetrical models. Use M40 grade of concrete and Fe550 for steel. With the help of ETABS modeling and 

analysis work completed. Some selected parameters like bending moment, base reaction, storey drift, joint 

displacement and stiffness are chosen for prepare graphs and compare their result. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Humans have always wanted to build the best 

structures possible. In India's major developed cities, 

building demand is increasing. In India and other 

developing nations, unreinforced masonry walls are 

commonly used to fill reinforced concrete bending 

trusses. Due to its usefulness, affordability, and price, 

masonry is a widely used building material in 

different parts of the world. Masonry's primary 

purpose is to either isolate the internal space from the 

outside world or protect it from it. Frequently seen as 

a component of architecture. Engineers frequently 

disregard it. When examining building structures, 

interactions with bounding boxes are frequently 

disregarded because of the difficulty of the issue. The 

outer structure's angular resistance increases when 

the filler material interacts with it. Predictions of the 

structural response may be incorrect as a result of this 

expectation. Usually, this is done in big quantities. 

Numerous studies have demonstrated how fillers 

affect behaviour over time and influence load 

transfer. Studies of structures that have experienced 

earthquake damage have helped to advance this 

understanding. 

 
Fig. 1 Stiffness in RCC structure 

 

Fig. 2 Earthquake behaviour of structures 
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Belt Walls 

Determining how the installation of ring walls may 

enhance the responsiveness of a structure already 

outfitted with a stabilizer is the goal of research into 

ring wall systems. The longitudinal and lateral wind 

reaction forces of a structure with a stabilizing 

system are marginally diminished by the addition of a 

beam wall. The acceleration torque is significantly 

reduced when the beam wall is included in the 

construction together with the anti-roll bar system, as 

opposed to when the anti-roll bar is solely fitted in 

the centre wall system. Therefore, walls can 

effectively reduce torsional acceleration, but not so 

much wind and wind reaction. Additionally, wall-to-

wall flooring can be installed for purposes other than 

the mechanical flooring that is often done by tape 

wall penetration. Therefore, it is advised to research 

buildings with perforated curtain systems to assess 

how well they can lessen the building's 

responsiveness to wind. 

II. OBJECTIVES 
• High rise RCC structures with walls at the 

exterior edges are purposefully analyzed for 

linear dynamic earthquake loads. 

• To examine the impact of the belt wall on 

the stiffness of the models, bending moment, 

joint displacement, narrative drift, and drift 

ratio. 

• To receive comparative comments for 

symmetrical and asymmetrical 

constructions, belt wall included or not. 

• To research L and T-shaped buildings with 

belt walls on each fifth storey. 

• To research the parametric characteristics of 

tall buildings with belt walls. 

 

Fig. 3 Structures with Belt Wall 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this section we analyses three models that is Plus, 

L, and T shape with bare frame or belt wall and study 

about it. Use software for modeling is ETABS and 

after that compare results from base paper. Grade of 

concrete M40 and grade of steel is Hysd550 and Fe-

250 for study. 

 

Fig. 4 Plan view of plus shape with and without 

with belt wall 
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Fig. 5 Plan view of L - shape with and without belt 

wall 

 

Fig. 6 Plan view of T - shape with and without belt 

wall 

 

Fig. 7 3D view structure of plus shape with 

andwithout belt wall  

 

Fig. 83D view structure of L - shape with bare 

frame and with belt wall 

 

Fig. 93D view structure of T - shape with and 

without belt wall 

Validation of Base paper 

The building model adopted for the analysis is a 

symmetric 20 Storey commercial building having 

Storey height of 3m founded on medium soil. 

 

Fig. 10Different Rigidity Condition 
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Fig. 11 Storey drift graph between bare frame 

and typically wall condition 

 

Fig. 12Joint Displacements between Bare Frame 

and Typically Belt Wall Condition 

IV. RESULTS AND MODELLING 

In this section of study determines results of joint 

displacement, story drift, bending moment, stiffness 

and base reaction in 20 floor of current three models 

with bare frame or belt wall and their deformed shape 

models analysis. 

 

Fig. 12 Joint displacement of different shape 

models cause from load combination 1.2 

(DL+LL+RS-X) 

 

Fig. 13 Storey drift of different shape models 

cause from Earthquake load 
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Fig. 14Bending moment of different shape 

modelsCause from load combination 1.2 

(DL+LL+RS-X) 

 

Fig. 15 Stiffness of plus shape with bare frame 

model due to Earthquake Load 

 

Fig. 16Stiffness of plus shape with belt wall model 

due to Earthquake Load 

 

Fig. 17Stiffness of L- shape with bare frame model 

Cause from Earthquake Load 

 

Fig. 18 Stiffness of L - shape with belt wall model 

Cause from Earthquake Load 

 

Fig. 19Stiffness of T- shape with bare frame model 

Cause from Earthquake Load 

 

Fig. 20 Stiffness of T - shape with belt wall model 

Cause from Earthquake Load 
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Results of base reaction 

 

Fig. 21Base reaction of different models due to 

load combination 1.2 (DL+LL+RS-X) 

V. CONCLUSION 

Joint displacement 

Joint displacement in plus shape models caused by 

1.2 (DL+LL+RS-X) load combination in bare frame 

without belt walls grows gradually as floor height 

increases. Use belt walls on every fifth storey until 

joint displacement values increase, however when 

belt walls are applied, displacement values decline in 

comparison to bare frames. 

Joint displacement in L - shape models caused by 1.2 

(DL+LL+RS-X) load combination in bare frame 

without belt walls grows gradually as floor height 

increases. Use belt walls on every fifth storey until 

joint displacement values increase, however when 

belt walls are applied, displacement values decline in 

comparison to bare frames. 

Joint displacement in T - shape models caused by 1.2 

(DL+LL+RS-X) load combination in bare frame 

without belt walls grows gradually as floor height 

increases. Use belt walls on every fifth storey until 

joint displacement values increase, however when 

belt walls are applied, displacement values decline in 

comparison to bare frames. 

Storey drift 

Storey drifts in plus shape models caused by 

earthquake in bare frame without belt walls grow 

gradually as floor height decreases. Due to addition 

of belt wall storey drift suddenly decrease but after 

that value of storey drift increases more as compare 

to bare frame. 

Storey drifts in L - shape models caused by 

earthquake in bare frame without belt walls grow 

gradually as floor height decreases. Due to addition 

of belt wall storey drift suddenly decrease but after 

that value of storey drift increases more as compare 

to bare frame. 

Storey drifts in T - shape models caused by 

earthquake in bare frame without belt walls grow 

gradually as floor height decreases. Due to addition 

of belt wall storey drift suddenly decrease but after 

that value of storey drift increases more as compare 

to bare frame. 

Bending Moment 

Bending Moment in plus shape models caused by 1.2 

(DL+LL+RS-X) load combination in bare frame 

without belt walls decrease gradually as floor height 

increases. Use belt walls on every fifth storey until 

Bending Moment values decrease, however when 

belt walls are applied, Bending Moment values 

decline in comparison to bare frames. 

Bending Moment in L - shape models caused by 1.2 

(DL+LL+RS-X) load combination in bare frame 

without belt walls decrease gradually as floor height 

increases. Use belt walls on every fifth storey until 

Bending Moment values decrease, however when 

belt walls are applied, Bending Moment values 

decline in comparison to bare frames. 

Bending Moment in T - shape models caused by 1.2 

(DL+LL+RS-X) load combination in bare frame 

without belt walls decrease gradually as floor height 

increases. Use belt walls on every fifth storey until 

Bending Moment values decrease, however when 

belt walls are applied, Bending Moment values 

decline in comparison to bare frames. 

Stiffness 

Stiffness in plus shape models caused by earthquake 

load in bare frame without belt walls decreases 

gradually as floor height increases. Use belt walls on 

every fifth storey until Stiffness values increase, 

however when belt walls are applied, Stiffness values 

decline in comparison to bare frames. 
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Stiffness in L - shape models caused by earthquake 

load in bare frame without belt walls decreases 

gradually as floor height increases. Use belt walls on 

every fifth storey until Stiffness values increase, 

however when belt walls are applied, Stiffness values 

decline in comparison to bare frames. 

Stiffness in T - shape models caused by earthquake 

load in bare frame without belt walls decreases 

gradually as floor height increases. Use belt walls on 

every fifth storey until Stiffness values increase, 

however when belt walls are applied, Stiffness values 

decline in comparison to bare frames. 

Base reaction  

Base reaction in plus shape models caused by 1.2 

(DL+LL+RS-X) load combination in bare frame 

without belt wall maximum value occurs 6714.05Kn. 

When Use belt walls maximum value occurs 

8360.79Kn. 

Base reaction in L - shape models caused by 1.2 

(DL+LL+RS-X) load combination in bare frame 

without belt wall maximum value occurs 6696.22Kn. 

When Use belt walls maximum value occurs 

8569.86Kn. 

Base reaction in T - shape models caused by 1.2 

(DL+LL+RS-X) load combination in bare frame 

without belt wall maximum value occurs 6630.33Kn. 

When Use belt walls maximum value occurs 

8330.12Kn. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE OF THE WORK 
• To study in further about belt wall in different 

location of models. 

• On behalf of belt wall also use dampers and 

bracing and compare their result. 

• In this survey, we propose a concrete belt wall 

on the outer circumference. However, further 

research is needed on belt walls that have an 

opening effect. 

• Simple beam-column-wall-string element 

because the complete FEM model must be 

included. 

• The effect of curvature should be reversed by 

optimizing the walls of the stabilizing rope to 

investigate the effect on the column moment. 

• For further study of belt wall are also done 

with only steel structures and dampers. 
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